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Building a web-based API (Application Programming Interface) has been rapidly adopted in the bioinformatics field as 
a new way of disseminating the underlying biomedical knowledge. While researchers benefit from the simplicity and 
the high accessibility (A) of available APIs, the findability (F), interoperability (I) and reusability (R) across APIs are 
largely not well-handled by the community. BioThings API project (http://biothings.io) is tasked to build a FAIR API 
ecosystem to better serve the underlying inter-connected biomedical knowledge. BioThings API provides three 
components in its API development ecosystem. First, it provides a family of high-performance APIs for accessing up-to-
date annotations for genes, genetic variants, chemicals and drugs. Second, BioThings API packages its API-
development best practice into a reusable SDK (Software Development Kit) to help other bioinformaticians to build the 
same high-quality API to distribute their own specific knowledge. Third, BioThings API provides a platform to foster the 
findability and interoperability across the community-developed biomedical APIs. Through the SmartAPI application (htt
p://smart-api.info), it provides tools for authoring API metadata following the community supported OpenAPI standard 
and hosts standardized interactive API documentation. It also defines a set of OpenAPI extensions to provide 
biomedical-specific semantic annotations, such as what specific biomedical identifiers an API parameter accepts and 
what specific biomedical entity types an API response contains. Powered by these semantic annotations, a new web 

application called BioThings Explorer was developed to allow researchers to navigate the scope of the distributed biomedical API landscape and build the 
.desired knowledge extraction workflows by identifying and combining required APIs
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